
HOW TO SPEND IT



THE PUBLISHING PROFILE

How To Spend It,  the Italian edition since 2014 of the Financial Times magazine,  proves to be the 
point of reference of luxury and lifestyle  with a distinctly international vocation.

A unique product  in the reference market  for its format, concept, variety and  harmony.
The positioning of How To Spend It is the expression of four key words: Spend, Enjoy, Love

and “Be”:  luxury in all that you are, a showcase of beauty  that makes life enjoyable in every 
context, a unique experience.

Available on newsstands every first Friday of the month attached to Il Sole24Ore, it 
represents the magazine  with which  you can relax and grant yourself  some special time during 

the weekend,  enjoying  the BEST there is regarding fashion and beauty, travels and design, jewels 
and watches, food, wine and  leisure.

A magazine with a dual nature,  dream-like and practical,  it is at the same time the dream and the 
tool to make it come true.



STRENGTHS

It stands out for the 
uniqueness of its positioning 
and for its high visual impact.

A picture magazine centred  on 
the visual aesthetics  
«all to be  looked at»

A magazine that speaks of 
contemporary luxury, illustrating to 

the full spectrum the trends and  
the protagonists of luxury .

A point of reference for the brands 
of the Fashion/Luxury sector

A magazine that 
interprets  luxury  with a 

strongly  international 
outlook

A context in which to create a 
dynamic and harmonic  
relationship between 

advertising and publishing 
contents

SPECIALIZZAZIONE SELEZIONEBEAUTY VIAGGI



CIRCULATION
146,000 paper copies+ the digital ones**

READERSHIP
500,000* readers

NUMBERS

* Source GFK

** source: editor/distributor estimate on autumn 2019 data

DISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTION IN ELITE CONTEXTS

o Main Trade fairs of the Fashion/Luxury sector 
(Pitti Immagine Uomo, Salon International de la 

Haute Horlogerie Genève, Baselworld)

o Opening nights of the most prestigious exhibitions 
organized by  24 Ore Cultura

o Special distribution in the suites and lounges of 
hotels, of spas, of clubs and of the most exclusive 

golf clubs of Italy

o Showroom on the occasion of the Salone del 
Mobile and of Milanese fashion parades



ELITE Target with 50% of female component. 
25% of How To Spend It readers falls within the 35/44 age group *

The readers of How To Spend It  possess 2 or more credit cards (494), 
they spend a lot for clothing and accessories (299), for toiletries and 
cosmetics (194) and they often wear valuable watches (157). **

They love travelling and they spend 2 or more weekends away from 
home (286), they go regularly to Spas and wellness centres (239) and to 
cultural festivals (268).
They spend a lot for home furnishing (297). **

THE QUALITATIVE TARGET

* Source GFK
** Synoptic scale TSSP 2019A (concentration indexes)



THEMATIC  AREAS

SINTESI

SPECIALIZZAZIONE

FASHION

BEAUTY

FASHION: the services with great pictures and  great photographers, the dressmaking columns (needle point, choices of style), 
the shopping (atelier, one two three, seen taken), the accessories focus.

BEAUTY:  the trends. The experiences with five senses, the fashion & beauty crossing, the male focus.

ART: Art travels and the ‘how to do’ of art collecting, auctions and purchases. Art galleries and artists to stake on

TRAVELS: the reportages and exclusive destinations, the addresses of new openings and the best of the Hotellerie, the 

figure of the month and his/her town for a perfect weekend.

FASHION

BEAUTY

ART

TRAVELS



The design of How to Spend it/Superior Interiors has a full 
spectrum variety , strongly oriented on lifestyle.
It is therefore not a review of objects, but a high-level, 
luxurious selection ,  attentive to unique items and to the 
made-to-measure.
It is not a review of appointments, but a privileged entry,  
with a transversal point of view  that manages to get not only 
homes, but also fashion, figures, shopping and even food and 
beauty to talk of design and furnishing.
Two issues in 2019, on the 5th April and the 8th November.

SUPERIOR 

INTERIORS



A PASSION 

FOR 

FASHION
After SUPERIOR INTERIORS, A PASSION FOR FASHION

Five years after launching How To Spend It, a new product
and a new launch.

The special «a passion for fashion» has arrived in Italy 
for the first time. Two issues (October and March)

entirely dedicated to women’s fashion  
(haute couture and prêt-à-porter) and fashion accessories.



COMMUNICATION 
OPPORTUNITY

Get a modern PowerPoint  
Presentation that is 

beautifully designed. 

TRADITIONAL ADVERTISING FOR MEDIA PLANNING IN SEVERAL 
FORMATS AND CONTEXTUALISED POSITIONINGS

ADV FORMATS



LARGE FORMAT FOR 
A GREATER IMPACT

1 to 3 LEAF COVER FLAP

SPECIAL FORMATS



POSSIBILITY TO PASS ON 
CATALOGUES, INVITATIONS, 
SAMPLES TOGETHER WITH 

THE MAGAZINE TO A 
PROFILED LIST OF READERS

FRONT BACK

LOGO  BRAND

DIRECT MAILING PROFILED 
WITH CO-BRANDED 

ENVELOPE

SAMPLES

DOUBLE ADV PAGE AND 
INSERTION OF SAMPLES WITH 

GLUEPOINTS

SPECIAL FORMATS



“HOW TO”: BEFORE THE FIRST 
DRAFT.  

IN STORE EVENT FOR SELECTED 
CUSTOMERS.

AN IDEAL CONTEXT TO PROPOSE A 
BRAND CROSSING

CREATIVE
ADVERTISING

THE EDITORIAL STAFF 
REINTERPRETS  IN A 
CREATIVE WAY THE 

MESSAGE IN LINE WITH 
THE  LOOK&FEEL OF 

THE HEADING

POST ON AN INSTAGRAM 
PAGE OF THE  HEADING 

TO BE PROMOTED  WITH 
AMPLIFICATION AND 
RELAUNCHING ON A 

FACEBOOK PAGE OF IL 
SOLE AND THE USE OF AN 

INFLUENCER

/  SPECIAL INITIATIVES

DESIGN

LAUNCHING OF A 
“BUSINESS” AWARD 

DEDICATED TO DESIGN 
COMPANIES. 

WORK IN PROGRESS



HOW TO
BEFORE THE FIRST DRAFT

REALIZATION OF EVENTS WITH AN ADVERTISING
PARTNER IN HTSI TARGETS

A format which originates from the idea of describing the reality of a 
brand using the know-how of How To Spend It. 
Events with a strong experiential component and a high content of 
discovery, reserved for an extremely profiled public  as far as targets 
and interests are concerned. 

Real “jewel” moments, made-to-measure, dedicated to what is worth 
buying , experiencing and appreciating. 

The event also includes a  debate led by Nicoletta Polla Mattiot who 
dialogues with an expert on a theme related to the event and which is 
of interest to the customer.


